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Statement from
the Founder

Good News All Over
By Jeffrey C. King
Welcome to Los Angeles Black
Pride.
We have a lot of celebrating to
do. Thanks to Paul Scott and his
amazing board of directors we are
shaping a new paradigm. In The
Meantime is proud to be a part of
the Celebration.
There’s a lot going on at In The
Meantime and a lot going on with
me today. I look forward to sharing
the good news as things unfold one
by one.
Whitney Houston was correct
when she sang, “I believe the
children are our future. Teach them
well and let them lead the way.” It
is my hope that as an elder in the
Black LGBT community that I can
have a positive impact on the lives
of those who have arrived and
those who will follow.
I often think about my friends
Dwayne Bremond, Kevin Spears,
Andrew Robinson Gaither and
Richard Lundy to name a few. I
pause to acknowledge the many
contributions that these power
Black gay men made in my life and
the lives of others. I am committed
to keeping their spirit of activism
and humanity alive today.
King-Bremond Scholarship Fund
I am excited to announce The
King-Bremond named after me and
Dwayne Bremond.
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The King-Bremond Scholarship Fund is established to assist
deserving Black LGBT students by
offering financial assistance to help
meet educational expenses.
Scholarship candidates must
be full-time students in good aca-

MY LIFE. MY STYLE.
A Healthy Lifestyle Program for Young Black Men
$155 in compensation upon completion of program

demic standing at an accredited
college or university. Graduating
high school seniors with written
proof of acceptance at an accredited institution of higher learning
are also eligible. Candidates must
have a minimum GPA of 2.5. The
amount of each award is between
$500.00 and $1,000.00.
If you are interested in
supporting this educational
initiative please contact me at
323-733-4868 or email me at
inthemeantimemen@aol.com.
Fundraising has already
begun. Please join me. Thank You.
Jeffrey C. King is Executive Director of
In The Meantime Men’s Group, Inc.

To participate you must:
Identify as African American or Black
Identify as male
Be 18 to 29 years of age
For more information call 323-733-4868

In the Meantime Men’s Group

4067 W. Pico Blvd
Los Angeles, California 90019
www.inthemeantimemen.org | www.mylifemystyle.net
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By Jeffrey C. King

S

Marcus
Smith

KTLA Newsman
is News Himself
6
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mooth chocolate, soft spoken, fashion
forward, contagious smile, slender build are
just a few of the obvious attributes of the
28-year-old KTLA News Producer, Marcus Smith.
This Chicago-born, Milwaukee-raised
Midwesterner began his career in television
interning at the ripe age of 12. His career as a
producer took off when he was hired by the Ft.
Meyers, Fla. NBC affiliate as a news producer.
The ambitious Marcus then moved to Miami
where he worked with Fox News. He made the
leap to the West Coast when he was hired by
ABC. Today Marcus works as a producer for KTLA
News.
“I have learned to adapt to my environment,”
he says. “You don’t have to change who you are.
People see Marcus as one of us. I want to be
known as me.”
“I am me where ever I go. When I walk into
work I walk in as a key decision maker. The media
industry is not as conservative as many people
might think. All of my colleagues are respectful of
me being a Black gay man. I don’t hide who I am.”
As an active board member of Pride and
Promote, Marcus has his hand full. His prior
experience working with PrideFest in Milwaukee—
at the age of 14—helps him to balance his busy
work schedule. His do-it-all approach helps to build
Los Angeles Pride. He is official title is Director of
Media Relations.
“Come pride, I spend time with a lot of people
that I care about,” he says. “I enjoy spending time
with people that I care about. The legacy of Pride
and its ups and downs has brought us to this place
where we now have Pride and Promote, our new
pride organization. I have to help move it forward.
The reward and payoff is when someone comes up
to me and says, “this is great, I enjoyed myself.”
If his career and involvement in Pride and
Promote isn’t enough, this energetic overachiever
is also active in the national House and Ball
scene. Marcus is founding member of the West
Coast chapter of the house of Garcon. He walks
Executive Realness.
Marcus says he’s “involved in a serious long
distance relationship that seems to work well
with my busy schedule.” But he didn’t give up a
Summer 2012
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name yet. We’ll have to just keep
checking his Facebook page.
“I’m a lot of things,” he
says. “I see myself as funny, a
procrastinator, loving, caring and
generous. I try to make good
decision. I always feel that people
are watching and so I try to be a
positive example. When I want to
let my hair down I have a drink at
the Abbey. You have to have fun
with moderation.”
What does the L.A. scene look
like to you?
The L.A. Black gay scene has
evolved sense I’m been here. The
scene is unique. “It’s all the way.”
It’s vibrant. This is the only place
where the community has respect
for the people who have come before them. There is a sense of family here. I’ve also seen a decrease
in the violence in the ball scene.
I’m a part of two families. I
have a personal gay family that
is amazing. I can turn to them
for support. They are there for
me. When your blood family is
thousands of miles away, you
need somebody that you can trust.
Meeting my L.A. family is one of
the best things to happen in my life.
The House and Ball
community is like one big family.
You have extended cousins, uncles
and aunts who might also be a part
of another house. We’re all growing
up and moving on.
We are losing too many of our
youth to violence, drugs and risky
sexual behavior though. Then there
are problems that are not visible.
Younger people are often not
aggressive enough to seek help. It
takes strength to ask for help.
You seem to have a real handle
on life today. Talk about some
8
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of the challenges that you have
experienced.
I experienced domestic
violence four years ago. I was in
a relationship with this guy since I
was 16. It was on and off for eight
years. I learned how to hide what I
was going through. I stayed in the
relationship because I was in love
despite the physical, verbal and
emotional abuse.
But it began to interfere with
my career which is very important
to me. This was crossing the line
for me. I woke up and moved
on. “It’s not worth it. If you know
those four words you can survive
anything.
What would you like to say to the
elders in the community?
Thank you for being here and
paving the path for us. I know that
you dealt with challenges that we
don’t have to deal with today. If we,
as youth, can tap into your powerful
wisdom, that would be amazing.
Know that no one stops learning
until the day we’re done. As the
leaders of tomorrow, your strength
is our power.
What would you like to say to
your peers?
We’re in this together. This is
our world and were going to make
it better.
What would you like to say to
those who will follow?
I believe in strong mentorship.
Sometimes blood family is not
available for a variety of reasons.
You need love around you. Love is
how you live. It helps us live. I’ve
been there, done that. Just listen
and learn. You must have your own
experience but It helps to have
some who has been where you are.

Body Boyz United

Los Angeles

Columbus Day
Weekend
October 5-8,
2012
www.bodyboyzunited.com
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Darryn Harris
Politically Engaged

D

arryn Harris is a native
Angeleno on a mission. He
has a Bachelor of Arts in
Sociology from Loyola Marymount
University in Los Angeles and a
Masters of Education in Higher Education and Organizational Change
from UCLA. Darryn is an active
member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and president of the Black Los
Angeles Young Democrats.
We sat down with Darryn
recently to discuss his thoughts on
black gay men and politics in Los
Angeles.
As a young man, you are extremely civically engaged. What
sparked your interest in public
service?
I noticed that I was the only
black male from my neighborhood
that matriculated to college and
graduated. I discovered that
the education system in my
neighborhood was creating a
pipeline to prison rather than
toward higher education. I knew
that it was incumbent on me to help
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fix this problem, just as I witnessed
a group of community organizers
move South Los Angeles forward
following the 1992 Civil Unrest.
Later, while pursuing my
Master’s at UCLA, I paid particular
focus to the admission, retention
and matriculation of African
American male students at college
campuses. After researching the
issue, I discovered that the studies
confirmed what I already knew
and had experienced much of
my life. Nothing I discovered was
ground breaking. I learned that the
major societal issues examined in
much of existing research rested
firmly on a legacy of institutional
racism, bad public policy and poor
implementation.
What are some of the challenges
that many young Black men face
in Los Angeles?
Last year I read an article in
the L.A. Sentinel that stated that,
by their mid-thirties, 30 percent
of black men with no more than a
high school education have served

time in prison, as have 60 percent
of dropouts. About half of all black
men in their late twenties and early
thirties who did not go to college
are non-custodial fathers. The kind
of work most of them find does not
lead to advancement or provide
adequate insurance or security for
them or their families. I think this is
problematic.
What about the broader black
community?
The overarching challenges for
the black community are education,
health, housing, public safety and
employment. They’re all interconnected. You can’t improve one aspect of the community and expect
everything to get better. Singular
interventions aimed at individual
problems don’t work.
What are some key issues that
disproportionately impact black
LGBT people in America?
While black LGBT have
historically faced homophobic
bigotry from the African American
community—often derived from
religious motivations—we’re
starting to see views change,
particularly in light of President
Obama’s statement in support of
marriage equality.
I’m just hoping that our nation
gets a handle on the alarming
HIV rates within the black LGBT
community.
Understanding the challenges
of the African Americans, what
are you doing to address the key
issues that you mentioned?
I founded the Black Los
Angeles Young Democrats, a group
of young black folks dedicated to
activate, engage and empower their
peers through education, advocacy

and activism in order to strengthen
our influence in politics and policies
that affect our community.
This year we plan to achieve
our mission by educating our community, activating and connecting
to the leadership base in our communities (i.e., black, young, Democrat, etc.), informing and influencing
politics and policy, strengthening
the African American Leadership
Pipeline and empowering our youth
(i.e., our next generation), while
advocating for meaningful change.
I also serve on the Board of
the Los Angeles County Young
Democrats and as a board member
of California Greenworks, Inc.
I am also extremely involved in
my fraternity’s “Voteless People,
is a Hopeless People” national
program.
Why should young people “get
involved?”
Every sector of our economy
has been shaken by the economic
crisis and every
demographic group
felt its impact. The
President and his
administration
understand that the
economic crisis has
had an especially
brutal impact on minority communities—communities like mine—that
were already struggling long before
the financial crisis hit.
I am excited about the work
the President is doing. It keeps
me “fired up and ready to go!” I
am confident that he’ll win another
election, as long as we continue to
do our part.
Darryn Harris can be reached at
www.facebook.com/DarrynHarris or
darrynharris@ucla.edu.
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With Medical Advances
Why Are People Still Dying
By Kyle Gordon and Dalando Baker

S

ince the first case of HIV
was reported by the Centers
for Disease Control in the
summer of 1981 countless activists,
researchers, clinicians, non-profit
organizations, government agencies and those infected/affected
have created a shared history to
overcome obstacles and barriers
of the HIV/AIDS epidemic both
nationally and globally. But despite
many successes over the last 30
years, HIV/AIDS has claimed over
500,000 lives in the United States.
As young professionals
creating a niche in the HIV field,
we have heard countless stories of
how the disease has run rampant
and the devastation that it has
caused in our communities. The
generation that came before us
saw people healthy one day and
dying the next. They saw the
horrific physical manifestations of
HIV/AIDS. They had to bury and
say farewell to their colleagues,
friends, lovers and family.
With all the progress made
in the fight against this disease,
scenes like this were over—or so
we thought. We were naieve.

F

irst, it was their friends and
now it’s ours. Unexpectedly,
the reality of losing young
people to HIV/AIDS remains. We
have been trying to come to terms
with why this is so with all the medical advances and treatment options
available to those infected. And it
turns out to be complex. There are
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many contributing factors to why
we are losing our friends overnight.
The face of HIV looks different
today, and it looks different when
it hits close to home. Some people
who are at risk for HIV would rather
not know their status. And some
people who do know would rather
keep it a secret. Why? Confidentially plays a huge role. Among those
in L.A.’s young black gay lifestyle,
there is a strong belief that people
gossip, and one of the hot topics is
always, “Who has the sauce?” We
can understand why people aren’t
so quick to disclose their status.
Others would rather live with
the disease and not seek the medical care that would ultimately keep
them healthy. For these brothers,
maneuvering through the continuum of HIV care isn’t always the
easiest process, and it’s a constant
reminder of one’s status. And, finally, there are those who are simply
in denial, and don’t take advantage
of medical care until it’s too late.
Although we face some dire
statistics, one of the things that
we have learned—and want to
challenge everyone to do—is allow
yourself to be a platform so that
others feel comfortable disclosing
their status without fear or judgment. Let’s encourage young brothers who are positive and sustain
those who are negative. Remember: HIV does not discriminate.
Kyle Gordon is the Program
Coordinator and Dalando Baker is the
Data Collections Assistant for Mylife
Mystyle, an HIV Prevention Intervention
for young black men.

Summer Time

By Djuan Wash

S

Fun

ummer is literally right
around the corner and here
in sunny so-cal that means
beach bodies, glowing skin and
sunny days at the beach. While
doing those squats and jogs at
Runyon are an important part of
any guys routine your attire should
be equally impressive.
Since it’s summer, looser
clothing is in! Skinny is out!
Replaced by a more relaxed fit
all around from jeans, to shorts,
to shirts. An alternative to shorts,
cropped pants are also making a
splash this season. Bright colors
such as blues, yellows, hues of
orange, green and pinks are sure
to turn heads. Couple these bright
and fun colors with neutral colored
tones or whites. While wearing
colors can be risky be sure to
pair those colors with what looks
good against your skin. Less is
always more so don’t over-do it!
If you aren’t yet bold enough to
wear that pink shirt you can always
accessorize and still get the job
done. Brightly colored belts and
watches can also pull off the look
when paired with more neutral
clothing.
Prints are back with a bang
this season, Miami Vice style!
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Big and bold floral prints, checks,
animal and tribal prints are sure
to add some fun to your closet
and showing off that beach bod
with netting is a sure fire way to
keep all eyes on you! As always,
less is more so pair bold prints
with solid colors or if you’re really
adventurous with a less intrusive
print to shake things up.
While the day time has been
covered, everyone knows that
summer nights are what really
matters. Take some of those same
styling cues from the day and tone
them down a bit with a cropped
jacket. Lightweight leathers and
suedes are hot and cropped
blazers are certainly cool. A fun
twist you can do with the jacket this
summer is what’s called a “shirtjacket” part shirt, part jacket. Since
you already had an idea of what to
do with your body, now you know
how to cover it and be summer time
fine!
Djuan Wash, known for his eye
catching style and tall stature, is owner
and operator of D.Ardell, a men’s
fashion line. He works by commission
and is ready to make you a pair of
awesome drop crotch pants, kick ass
shirts and fly neckties. Djuan can be
reached at djuan.wash@dardell.com,
fb.com/D.Ardell or twitter.com/d_ardell.
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In The Meantime
Men’s Group, Inc.

Creating Unity and Affirming Our Common Bond

In The Meantime
Men’s Group, Inc.
Creating Unity and Affirming Our Common Bond

11th Annual

Umoja
(Unity)
Retreat
Wellness 2012
for Life
‘Inspired’

Mentally, Physically, Spiritually
Financially and Politically

2012 Black Men’s
Health Conference
Saturday
August 11, 2012

‘Lifted’

A Transformative
Experience Exploring
the Common Bond

September 21-24, 2012

Free to the general public
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For additional information
323-733-4868
www.inthemeantimemen.org
Facebook:
Jeffrey King (Look for ITMT logo)

Register today.
Only 50 slots available.

This year’s Wellness Symposium will
bring some of L.A.’s brightest healthcare
professionals and motivational speakers
together with local community members.
The day will conclude with a catered
lunch and social hour.

This annual three-day Retreat is a
time when Black men of all ages
and backgrounds come together
for a weekend of Umoja (Unity).

Call 323-733-4868
for an application.

